
Real Born Gallis

Busy Signal

Sexy gal come closer
Gal, go so, an a sniff of mi neck
Cologne a kick and the sitin dem fresh
Gal, squeeze me
Watch yah gal, I gotta say

Gal, how yu batty cock up so
I want turn yuh back way
Wood fire make you back up so
Stiff titty gal take on the sitin' and cock up so
Wheel it round gal, wheel it round and lock up so
Yea, inna me lap up so

Gal cock up and ready
Back up and bubble me hold your waist steady
Any way me say yuh fi turn get ready
Boof Baff Cu coom
Full up a energy

Ride pon it steady
Gal yuh never shy and back down and say yuh nah go
Cock it up and back it up inna di tundra
Tick, tick-tock she bruck out get wild
'Cause a mi alone can mek she gwan so

How yu batty cock up so
I want turn yuh back way
Wood fire make you back up so
Stiff titty gal take on the sitin' and cock up so
Wheel it round gal, wheel it round and lock up so
Yea, inna me lap up so

One text, mi use and get you gal
No lower case me use mi capital

She know di real figure when she see di decimal
Gal ready fi di flex you know di ting is official
Gal wan thief some of Jah Cure money carry fi mi
And a tell mi say her drawers done fall fi mi
Water party so gal get wet and every gal want fi take set
'Cause know say real born gallis a di type round ya
And some of them a hate cause them time over
The style wha di gal dem like a when yuh have yuh own place
And them get invite ova'
'Cause I never and will never see a
Gal and me and mi friend a fight ova'
Me prefer make 2 Hellshire flex then we
Stop ina the bush and fuck while we a drive over

How yu batty cock up so
I want turn yuh back way
Wood fire make you back up so
Stiff titty gal take on the sitin and cock up so
Wheel it round gal, wheel it round and lock up so
Yea, inna me lap up so

Rollin' thru' the night
Hands up on your thighs
Before I realize



Temperature just rise
She tell me she really want one more touch
'Cause she want everything maximize
Girl, you caught my eyes yea, I gotta say

Gal how yu batty cock up so
I want turn yuh back way
Wood fire make you back up so
Stiff titty gal take on the sitin' and cock up so
Wheel it round gal, wheel it round and lock up so
Yea, inna me lap up so
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